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Abstract: - Creating moving visuals, usually in the form of 2D or 3D animations, is the focus of the graphic design field known as 

animation design. A sequence of consecutive images, or frames, is played quickly one after the other in animation design to provide the 

impression of motion. In this Manuscript, Artistic Creation and Animation Scene Designing using Hierarchical Spatio-temporal graph 
convolutional neural network Optimized with Gazelle Optimization (AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO)is proposed. Initially, data is taken from 

LiDAR dataset then the data are fed to preprocessing segment. For pre-processing Orthogonal Master Slave Adaptive Notch Filter 

(OMSANF) is used to remove duplicate data and replacing missing data from collected data’s. Then the feature are extracted by using 
General Synchroextracting Chirplet Transform (GSCT) technique, which extracts features such as objects, faces and scenes. Finally 

HSTGCNN for creating 3D animation image design .In general the HSTGCNN does not express some adaption of optimization 

strategies for determining optimum parameters to assure the product recommendation. Hence, the GOA is proposed to enhance 
HSTGCNN.The proposed AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO method is activated in python and the performance of proposed AC-ASD-

HSTCNN-GO is estimated under performance metrics like accuracy, precision, F1-score, recall, specificity, computational time, error 

rate, RoC. Finally, performance of AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO method provides 15.27%, 17.14%, 18.58% greater accuracy, 16.11%, 
19.65%, 20.53% greater precision and 19.31%, 21.29%, 22.15% greater F1-Score while compared with existing techniques like Graphic 

Design of 3D Animation Scenes Depend on Deep Learning with Information Security Technology (GD-3DASDL-IST), GRADE: 

Generating Realistic Animated Dynamic Environments for Robotics Research (GRADE-RR)andApplication of Random Forest 
Algorithm in Natural Landscape Animation Design (ALN-RFA-NLAD) respectively. 

Keywords: Gazelle Optimization Algorithm, General Synchroextracting Chirplet Transform, Hierarchical Spatio-

temporal graph convolutional neural network, Orthogonal Master Slave Adaptive Notch Filter. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, there has been a lot of research, attention attentive on three-dimensional (3D) animation 

scene design as an important part of digital entertainment, gaming, and advertising. There are still numerous 

obstacles to overcome in the quest for effective and superior design processes. Integrating information security 

and deep learning (DL) technologies has come to be as a critical path for accomplishing inventive advancement 

in order to address these issues [1-3]. DL technology's strong feature extraction and pattern recognition skills 

have led to its enormous success in a variety of sectors. The CNNs, GANs are two examples of deep learning 

models that have shown exceptional picture production and transformation capabilities, particularly in image 

processing. This creates fresh opportunities for scene creation in 3D animation [4-6]. With the use of DL 

models, a scene's characteristics and details may be inferred from a huge amount of data, producing 

photographs that are more inventive, realistic, and of excellent quality. Nevertheless, even with the great 

potential of DL technology, there are still a lot of issues that need to be resolved for its implementation in 3D 

animation scene design, such as data security, image quality, and training stability [7-9]. In the meanwhile, it is 

impossible to overlook the significance of information security technologies in the world of technology. 

Protecting intelligent property rights, image data security is essential, particularly in the realm of digital 

entertainment. It is essential to concentrate on picture development while designing 3D animation sequences 

and to think about safeguarding these images against the risk of malicious theft, alteration, and damage [10-12]. 

Thus, IST integration in 3D animation graphic design enhance generated image security while also offering 

more dependable assurances to the digital entertainment sector. In order to do in-depth investigation, analysis 

on graphic design in 3D animation scenes, application of DL processes to animation graphic design was 

explored through use of computer-aided virtual reality [13-15]. The research considered all frame of3D 

animated character image as scene from a digital sculpture, discovered the use of 3D animation provided 

solutions for issues such as the weighting of digital sculpture software, suggested a method for designing 

animation for films and television utilizing 3D visual communication technology, utilized DL to extract depth 

features [16].  
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Based on visual communication, the animated video images and multi-frame animation were recreated [17].  

In short amount of time, our investigation may be able to rebuild video pictures with high precision 

automatically generated lifelike speech animations synced with the input voice using DL techniques [18]. These 

existing studies, demonstrating how researchers may effortlessly modify the simulation to suit their specific 

needs, such as object interactions and visual settings, current approaches directly build upon Isaac Sim's work 

and help to further close the gap among simulation, real-world scenarios [19]. These disadvantages of the 

existing methods motivate as do this work [20]. 

Major contribution of this paper includes, 

• Artistic Creation and Animation Scene Designing using HSTGCNN Optimized with GOA is proposed. 

• It gathers color images of 3D animated scenes from different points of view. Using a HSTGCNN, this 

piece provides high-quality point network results and visualizes data in three dimensions. 

• Lastly, an analysis is conducted on the efficiency of the enhanced HSTGCNN for developing 3D 

animation scene graphics and the impact of various enhanced models to the generation of 3D animation 

scene images. 

• The created 3D animation scene continuously improves in image quality, and the fluctuation in generator 

loss is reduced. 

• The developed 3D animation scene's image quality continuously improves, and the generator loss 

variance is reduced. 

Rest of this paper is organized as below: part 2 presents literature review, part 3 designates proposed 

method, part 4 demonstrates outcome with discussion, part 5 conclusion. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Amongst numerous investigation works are DL depend Animation Scene Design using deep learning most 

numerous current investigation works were reviewed here. 

Tang et al. [21] have presented GD of 3DASDL and IST. It creates high-quality point cloud visualizations 

and enhances the GAN model using the CNN, Earth-Mover distance, Least Squares Method. Lastly, an analysis 

was conducted on the efficiency of the enhanced GAN in creating 3D animation scene graphics and the 

contributions of various enhanced models to the generation of 3D animation scene images. It provides higher 

accuracy but it provides lower precision. 

Bonetto et al. [22] have presented generating realistic animated dynamic environments for robotics 

investigation. They overcome this by introducing a completely adaptive framework called GRADE, which 

creates realistic animated dynamic settings for robotics investigation that was mainly concerned with robot 

vision. The system can be used to experiment with robots online in dynamic situations, or it utilized to provide 

ground truth data for robotic vision connected tasks, offline processing. They enhance the NVidia Isaac Sim to 

enable customization of robot control. They offer ways to handle the data, populate and manage the simulation, 

and add assets. They create video datasets of an interior dynamic environment with GRADE's autonomous 

robots. Initially, they employ it to showcase the visual realism of the framework by assessing sim-to-real gap 

using YOLO, Mask R-CNN tests. Secondly, they use this dataset to benchmark dynamic SLAM techniques. 

This method provides higher precision but it provides lower F1-score. 

Zhao and Zhang [23] have presented application of a RFA in NLAD. Based on such idea, natural landscape 

animation design technique presented has self-learning capability. This method introduces RF, which was used 

throughout animation design method. In order to direct automatic NLAD and produce user-satisfactory 

animations, RF create a learning method using user assessment as classification outcome. In addition, RF-based 

NLAD is self-learning and capable of continuously updating the learning model in response to user 

requirements. This method provides higher recall but it provides lower specificity. 

Shan and Wang [24] have presented animation design depend on 3D visual communication technology. The 

process of reconstructing multiframe animation, animated video images depend on visual communication 

involves collection of deep features using DL. It was used to identify and extract frame feature of the video 

image under grey display, and it also completes animation design depend on 3D visual communication 

technology. According to experimental outcomes, suggested technology may rapidly and accurately recreate 
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video images while also greatly improving visual transmission of animated video images. This method provides 

lower computational time but it provides lower accuracy. 

Li et al. [25] have presented Deconstruction of Immersive Animation Image Interaction Design under 

Virtual Reality Technology. This piece presents the idea of animation art design depend on VR technology after 

first optimizing animation modelling technology and combining it with art design. It then employs interactive 

technology and art design in a comprehensive way to create virtual space. This demonstrates how people's 

emotional swings and psychological barriers can be eased by the inviting and comfortable animation art design. 

This method provides higher recall but it provides lower precision.  

Wu et al [26] have presented Multimedia Character Modeling Design and Modeling of Cartoon Animation 

Depend on Bayesian Sequence Recommendation Process. It deliberates how cartoon animation for multimedia 

needs to project positive energy and conform to mainstream ideals. This will enable the provision of relevant 

decision-making frameworks for the production of animation and related outcomes, as well as relevant 

reference modes for the manufacturing of cartoon animation multimedia characters. Ultimately, goal was to 

accelerate the completion of corresponding cartoon animation multimedia characters, enhance the efficiency of 

cartoon animation multimedia works. This method provides lower recall but it provides lower specificity. 

Xu [27] have presented new MG 2D animation design technique under perspective of convergence media 

utilizing intellectual design technology. In present setting, animation design has expanded beyond creation in 

two or three dimensions and has given origin to a brand-new genre of animation called MG animation. People's 

opinions about MG animation have changed due to its flexible rhythm and straightforward visual modelling 

features. Similar to the present manner of new media communication, MG animation deliver high number of 

dynamic images, text to people in short amount of time when the information was transmitted via Internet. The 

MG animation's visual performance can enhance the attractiveness and attraction of content. This method 

provides high Roc but it provides lower accuracy. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Artistic Creation and Animation Scene Designing using HSTCNN Optimized by GOA is proposed. Block 

diagram of AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO approach is shown in is shown in Figure1. Data acquisition, Artistic 

Creation and Animation Scene and optimization of the three processes that make up this method. Consequently, 

a full explanation of each step is provided below. 

 LiDAR dataset

 Preprocessing using Orthogonal 

Master Slave Adaptive Notch Filter

Feature extraction using 

Synchrosqueezed Fractional 

Wavelet Transform 

Artistic Creation and Animation 

Scene Design using Hierarchical 

Spatio-temporal graph 

convolutional neural network

Animation scene design

Optimization using 

Gazelle optimization 

Algotithm

 
Figure 1: Block diagram of AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO approach 

A. Data Acquisition  

The input data gathered from LiDAR dataset [28] it is used to study the Earth's surface. A side and top-

down picture of the Loggerhead Key Lighthouse in Dry Tortugas, Florida, is shown using LiDAR data obtained 

by NOAA survey aircraft. LiDAR data was initially only provided in ASCII format. Due to the enormous 
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volumes of LiDAR data collected, LAS, a binary format, was quickly adopted to control and standardize the 

distribution and organization of LiDAR data. Currently, LAS is widely used to represent LiDAR data. 

B. preprocessing using Orthogonal Master Slave Adaptive Notch Filter 

In this step, OMSAF [29] utilized for reducing size, complexity of the data and removes the content which is 

no more needed as well as texts related filtering. Image processing, which forms the foundation of computer 

vision; mostly depend on signal reconstruction under specific conditions. A 3D structural reconstruction is not 

what this reconstruction is. It mentions to the initial data that replenishes the signal, like noise reduction. It is 

clear from the description above that frequency adaption is crucial for master slave ANF in order to receive 

correct tracking data. They may quickly examine how the frequency adaptation's convergence is expressed as 

given in equation (1) 
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where, ξ is the quicker filter responds and ξ controls the filter's response speed is achieved. 
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study state  denotes the data covariance iy denotes the complexity image and 1y  denotes the compact 
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  of will be rapid when it runs at a high speed and slow when it runs at a low pace. 

This complicates the adjustment of γ.  When close to periodic orbit designated as the given in equation (2) 
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where, A defines the amplifier,  1  denotes the frequency and 1 describes the initial phase.
2

1y denotes the 

spares spectrum and t denotes the translation. To address these issues, a refined frequency adaption method is 

suggested. Here, the stability of the suggested frequency adaptation is examined. Near the periodic orbit, one 

possesses the given in equation (3) 
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here, 1  denotes the rotor speed,  is the quicker filter responds,   denotes the frequency and 1 describes 

the initial phase, B  defines the amplifier, t denotes translation  and this complicates the adjustment matrix. 

Therefore, the convergence of 

.



 will be quick when SPMSM operates at a high speed and slow when it 

operates at a low speed. This complicates the adjustment of γ, additionally the convergence of frequencies is 

accompanied by the double-frequency oscillation, which impairs frequency estimation performance thus 

removes the content is given in equation (4) 
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where, 
2

1y  denotes the study state error and 
2

1y  indicate the remove filter. Then reducing size the 

complexity of the data is shown in equation (5) 
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This derivation specifies local stability of frequency adaptation able to be ensured. And γ defines 

convergence rate of frequency, b  denotes the double oscillation frequency
, 

n  denotes the pure sinusoidal 

signal and h  denotes the specific harmonics hx  is the erroneous data, e  denotes the spares spectrum and t  

denotes the translation. Finally
, OMSAF filter is prepared the data and information in an appropriate format, 

these pre-processed data is given into feature extraction phase. 
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C. Feature Extraction using General Synchro extracting Chirplet Transform
 

In this section, General Synchro extracting Chirplet Transform (GSCT) [30] discussed to extract the features 

such as objects, faces and scenes. The DL models that are currently in use have the ability of automatically 

extracting patterns and features from huge amounts of data to facilitate challenging tasks like image 

identification. After that, large annotated image data is used to train the model so that it is able to predict new 

images. The definition for the image is given in equation (6) 

dttjtthS

R
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                                           (6) 

where,  ,S denotes the Chirplet rate, 
 , indicate the complex conjugate,  is the wavelength, )( tand

is the instantaneous amplitude, j is real part of the image , dt  is the optimal image, )(th
 denotes analytical 

image .
)(t denotes Gaussian window function is given in equation  (7) 
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where, 
)(t  is denotes the Gaussian window,   denotes the amplitude and t denotes the time frequency.

 signifies processed signal )()( 2 RLtf  as time-varying IF image, its analytic signal )()( 2 RLth  is given in 

equation (8)
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where, )(th  denotes amplitude, )(tj  denotes the phase of )(th
,
 and )(tA is the window function. The form 

of the tested image is given in equation(9) 
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where, t  denotes the initial clearance and   denotes the radius stiffness. Then extract the features is 

shown in equation (10) 
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The maximum value of series of kurtosis is designed, parameter value corresponding to maximum value of 

kurtosis is taken as optimal parameter value at time point 0t . Where, 0t  denotes the modulation operator, E  

denotes the damping coefficient, K is the processed image, is the wavelength,  is the generated distribution 

data and TS denotes the chirp rate. Finally, GSCT extract the features such as objects, faces and scenes. 

Afterwards the extracted data is given to HSTGCNN method. 

D. Artistic Creation and Animation Scene Design using Hierarchical Spatio-temporal graph convolutional 

neural network 

In this section, Artistic Creation and Animation Scene Designing using HSTGCNN [31]. In order to sum out 

picture recognition occurs using HSTGNN. It is meant to create data which does not exist, kind of like giving 

artificial intelligence autonomy to innovate. The discriminator's objective is to distinguish between original and 

fake photos, assuming that the training set contains actual images. During "conflict," the discriminator uses 

ongoing recognition to determine the validity of the image as much as possible, while the generator uses 

ongoing training to produce as many fake images as possible. First, create a collection of spatial graphs, )(tG

that symbolize graph structure. The definition of is )(tG  given in equation (11) 

))(),(()( tt GEGVtG =                                                                       (11) 
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where, V  denotes the indices, E indicate the set of coordinate and )(tG  denotes the relative position. V

g is 
lV composed of the coordinates of body joints f  and geometric centres p ( tG ), in that order. Set of 

edges in a graph, denoted as )( tGE , can be written is given in equation (12) 

 = jieGE ij
tt ,|)(           (12) 

where, 
ij

te  represents distance among
thi node and

thj node N  denotesvertices in higher-level graph and 

lower-level graph. Additionally, input to HSTGCNN incorporates adjacency matrix that shows relative 

placements of nodes in given in equation (13) 
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where,  denotes the relative position, 
ij

ta  weighted adjacency matrix, iV  graph structure and jV

indicate the graph embedding. Normalize the adjacency matrix to help the model converge more smoothly. 

Frame adjacency matrix A can be written as given in equation(14) 
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where, D  denotes diagonal nodal degree matrix of tA .Using NN models with images as input, categories 

as output is a popular way to use deep learning for image recognition. Then developing 3D animation the 

generation of 3D animation scene images is given in equation (15) 
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where, 
)(lW  denotes matrix trainable parameters, l and σ denotes nonlinear activation function. Finally, 

HSTGCNN to generate the high quality 3D animated scenes. After Gazelle Optimization Algorithm is used to 

enhance HSTGCNN weight parameter t
GandE Here, GOA is used to turning the weight and HSTGNN bias 

parameters. 

E. Optimization of HSTGCNN using Gazelle Optimization 

In this section, optimization of HSTGCNN using gazelle optimization algorithm (GO) [32] is discussed. The 

suggested steps for optimization are established, and GOA is offered. The GO is population-depend 

optimization technique may be applied to any kind of optimization issue. This method develops an optimization 

algorithm by using the mathematical formulation of the social and hierarchical lives of gazelles. The gazelle 

must constantly flee from its attackers in order to survive since it knows that if it does not escape and defeat 

them, it will become dinner for the day. 

Step 1: Initialization phase 

Setting up the prospective gazelle population as shown in the GO optimization process. Among upper 

bound, lower bound of given issue, population is formed stochastically. The initialization phase depicted using 

the equation (16) 
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where, Y denotes current candidate population, jiy , denotes the position of the 
thi dimension of

thj population, 

n indicate total number of candidate population, d signifies dimension of problem. 

Step 2: Random generation 

Input parameters are made randomly. The best fitness values are selected depend on obvious hyper 

parameter condition. 

 

 

)(tG
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Step 3: Fitness Function 

It creates random solution from initialized values. It is calculated by optimizing parameter. Then the formula 

is derived in equation (17) 

][
t

GandEoptimizingFunctionFitness =                           (17) 

 

 

Step4: Exploration Phase 

The instant an attacker is sighted, the exploring phase begins. They replicated this feature by changing the 

2m height to a figure among 0, 1. The gazelles' reaction to danger is to kick their feet, flip their tail, or adopt 

jumping method well-known as "jumping," entails jumping into air up to height of2m with each four feet. For 

this part of the algorithm, they used the Levy flight, which entails making small steps and sometimes large 

jumps. The mathematical method of behaviour of gazelle once it spots predator is given in equation (18) 

)..(...1 igazelleSEliteSSRgazelle LlLi −+=+             (18) 

where, S denotes top speed, LS  denotes vector of random number, 1+igazelle  denotes solution of next 

iteration gazellei  denotes solution of current iteration and  indicate direction. The mathematical method for 

behaviour of predator chasing gazelle is given in equation (19) 

)..(....1 iLiBii gazelleSEliteSFCRgazellegazelle −+=+            (19) 

where, C.F denotes the parameters and BS denotes the random numbers. Figure 2 shows flowchart of GO 

for optimizing HSTGCNN. 

Start

Initialize the GOA paeameters Initialize the population

While

C_lter S<

M lter

IF r1>2

Calculate the 

Fitness of 

Gazelle

Construct the 

Elite Matrix

Execute 

Equation 8 Return the 

best solution

C_lter=C_lter+1

End

Exploitation 

phase

NoYes

NoYes

Execute 

Equation 9

Execute 

equation 9

Exploration Phase
NoYes

 
Figure 2: Flowchart of GO for optimizing HSTGCNN 

Step5: Exploitation 

This stage is predicated on the idea that the gazelles are either happily grazing in absence of a predator or 

that predator is pursuing gazelles. During this stage, they efficiently covered the domain's surrounding 

territories using Brownian motion, characterized by uniform with controlled steps, is given in equation (20) 

)..(..1 iBlBli gazelleSEliteSSrgazellegazelle −+=+           (20) 
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where, BB denotes the vector containing random number and s indicates the grazing speed. 

Step 6: Termination 

The weight parameter values are optimized  
t

GandE  from HSTGCNN is enhanced by using GOA; it will 

repeat step 3 until it attains halting criteria 1+=YY is satisfied. Then HSTGCNN artistic creation and 

animation scene design effectively. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The result of proposed AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO method is discussed. The proposed AC-ASD-HSTCNN 

method is simulated in python. The performance of AC-ASD-HSTCNN technique is assessed under some 

metrics such as accuracy, precision, F1-score, recall, specificity, error rate, computational time and RoC. 

Obtained results of technique are analysed with existing techniques, likes GD-3DASDL-IST, GRADE-RR and 

ALN-RFA-NLAD. 

A. Performance Measures 

A few parameters are utilized to run tests and assess system performance. Performance indicators such as 

accuracy, precision, F1-score, recall, specificity, error rate, computational time, RoC are studied. Measure 

performance metrics, confusion matrix is deemed. Measure the confusion matrix likes True Negative, True 

positive, False Negative, False positive values are needed. 

1) Accuracy 

It is a metric that measures overall correctness of forecasts made by classification method. It defines ratio of 

exact forecasts to total instances. 

TNFPTPFN

TNTP
Accuracy

+++

+
=

                                                                                      

(21) 

here, TPdenotes true positive, TN  denotes true negative, FN represents false negatives, FP  represents 

false positive. 

2) Precision 

It is a metric that quantifies accuracy of positive forecasts made by classification method. It defines ratio of 

true positives to sum of true and false positives.  

TPFP

TP
ecision

+
=Pr

                                                                                                         

(22) 

3) F1- Score 

It is well-known as F1 score, is metric combines precision and recall to single value. It is mainly valuable in 

situations where you want to balance both false positive, false negative.   

callecision

callecision
ScoreF

RePr

RePr
21

+


=−

                                       

(23) 

here, precision represents ratio of true positive to sum of true and false positive. 

4) Recall 

It is known as sensitivity or true positive rate. It is metric quantifies ability of classification method to 

capture and properly detect each relevant instances of positive class.  

TPFN

TP
call

+
=Re                                                                                                              (24) 

5) Specificity 

Specificity can be quit divers and can represent relationships in physics, chemistry, biology, economics, and 

many other disciplines. It is utilized to measure the ability of classification method to properly detect negative 

instances.  

FPTN

TN
ySpecificit

+
=                                                                                                        (25) 

6) Error rate  

It is used to scale degree of prediction error of method made with respect to true method. This is compared 

by the equation (26)  

AccuracyErrorrate −=100                                                     (26) 
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7) RoC 

RoC is ratio of false negative to the true positive region, given in equation (27) 
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FNTP
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                                       (27) 

 

B. Performance analysis 

Figure 3 to 10 displays simulation results of AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO technique. The AC-ASD-HSTCNN-

GO is analysed to the existing GD-3DASDL-IST, GRADE-RR and ALN-RFA-NLAD respectively. 

 
Figure 3: Accuracy analysis 

Figure 3 displays accuracy analysis. The AC-ASD-HSTCNN technique attains 15.28%, 16.72%, 19.26% 

higher accuracy which analysed with existing GD-3DASDL-IST, GRADE-RR and ALN-RFA-NLAD methods 

respectively. 

 
Figure 4: Precision analysis 

Figure 4 displays precision analysis. The AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO method attains 17.33%, 19.82%, 20.18% 

higher precision which analysed with existing GD-3DASDL-IST, GRADE-RR and ALN-RFA-NLAD methods 

respectively. 
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Figure 5: F1-score analysis 

Figure 5 shows F1-score analysis. The AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO method attains 18.35%, 20.92%, 21.39% 

higher F1-score which analysed with existing GD-3DASDL-IST, GRADE-RR and POTS-LSD-LPT methods 

respectively.  

 
Figure 6: Recall analysis 

Figure 6 displays recall analysis. The AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO method attains 19.39%, 21.32%, 22.47% 

greater recall which analysed with existing GD-3DASDL-IST, GRADE-RR and ALN-RFA-NLAD methods 

respectively. 
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Figure 7: Specificity analysis 

Figure 7 shows specificity analysis. The AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO method attains 20.24%, 21.70%, 22.51% 

greater specificity which analysed with existing GD-3DASDL-IST, GRADE-RR and ALN-RFA-NLAD 

methods respectively. 

 
Figure 8: Error-rate analysis 

Figure 8 displays error rate analysis. The proposed AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO method attains 21.29%, 

22.60%, 23.67% lower error rate which analysed with existing GD-3DASDL-IST, GRADE-RR and ALN-RFA-

NLAD method respectively. 
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Figure 9: Computation time analysis 

Figure 9 shows computation time analysis. The AC-AST-HSTCNN-GO technique attains 22.25%, 23.26%, 

and 24.74% lesser computation time analysed with existing techniques likes GD-3DASDL-IST, GRADE-RR 

and ALN-RFA-NLAD methods respectively.  

 
Figure 10: RoC analysis 

Figure 10 shows RoC analysis. The AC-AST-HSTCNN-GOA method provides 23.82%, 24.61%, and 

26.31% greater RoC analysed with existing techniques likes GD-3DASDL-IST, GRADE-RR and ALN-RFA-

NLAD methods respectively. 

C. Discussion 

The use of the HSTGCNN method in 3D animation graphic design is examined in this research. By using 

better techniques, like stability of generator, discriminator is specifically enhanced to increase image quality. 

Even while the enhanced techniques have slightly increased training stability and result quality, they are still 

unable to completely address the challenges associated with HSTGCNN training, likes structure, gradient 

vanishing issues. They identified the difficulties in training DL models and enhanced U-Net method’s accuracy 

in depth image estimate using novel loss function. This system demonstrated how AI may be used in end-use 

product design by autonomously generating 3D CAD drawings, assessing engineering performance.  In 

conclusion, our work has increased the effectiveness and visual quality of 3D animation graphic design by using 

enhanced HSTGCNN method. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this section, Artistic Creation and Animation Scene Designing using Hierarchical Spatio-temporal graph 

convolutional neural network Optimized with Gazelle Optimization Algorithm(AC-ASD-HSTCNN-GO) is 

successfully implemented in python.It is Utilizing a HSTCNN model raise the effectiveness of 3D animation 

visual design with precision method recognition.The performance of the proposed HSGCNN-SN-CPA methods 

provides  18.35%, 20.92%, 21.39% greater F1-Score 19.39%, 21.32%, 22.47% greater recall and 20.24%, 

21.70%, 22.51%  greater specificity when compared with existing methods such as GD-3DASDL-IST, IASD-

AL-VR and LGFA-RSGAN-GNR respectively.  
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